Secretaries of Formation Meeting
Rome - Assisi
October 29, Nov. 9, 2018
Members of the English Speaking Conference of Secretaries of Formation met in Rome beginning October 29, and concluding November 4.
Thanks to the groundwork of our brother Ron Gliatta of Immaculate
Conception Province, the Secretaries of Formation arrived at the General
Curia on Monday, October 29 for a greeting, pranzo and short orientation. Those in attendance were Ron, Martin Ibarra (Santa Barbara), Ralph
Parthie (Sacred Heart), Carl Langenderfer (St. John the Baptist), Charlie
Martinez (Our Lady of Guadalupe), Walter Vassallo (St. Paul Province,
Malta), Stephen O’Kane (Irish Franciscan Province and Custody of Great
Britain) and Gregory Plata (Assumption BVM.). Because of recent chapters, our brothers from Lithuania (St. Casimir Province) and Canada (the
newly formed Holy Spirit Province Saint-Esprit) could not attend.
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The gathering was planned to be spiritually renewing as we reconnected with our Franciscan roots, provide the opportunity to get to know each
other as well as address and plan for the formation of our brothers in our
conference. Time was also allotted for members of the US Six to discuss
various items as their planned amalgamation moves forward.
On Tuesday, October 30, Charlie Martinez celebrated Mass for the
group at one of the chapels within St. Peter’s Basilica. After Mass, reports
were given on the postulant, novitiate and post-novitiate programs within
the conference. Topics discussed included the need for future formators
and their training; the possible need to extend the postulant year for certain men as decided by the formation team; how to best utilize psychological testing and the term of the formators at each level.
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Later that day, the secretaries headed to St. Isidore’s College and friary.

Br. Hugh McKenna showing the secretaries some of the rare books housed in the
famous St. Isidore College Library.

Br. Bill Short giving presentation on
the Quarachi Project now housed at
St. Isidore College.

Hugh McKenna, OFM, guardian of the community, greeted the group and gave a tour of the church as well as
the paintings adorning the walls of the inner courtyard. This was followed by a presentation by Bill Short, OFM,
currently directing and focusing on creatively rebuilding the Frati Editori di Quarachi. Quarachi, Italy was the
former home of many rare books containing the works of Franciscan scholars of the past, including Bonaventure,
Alexander of Hales, William of Ockham, Duns Scotus and Peter John Olivi. Because of the danger of flooding,
the Irish Franciscans offered St. Isodore as a repository for these rare books, now available for scholars around
the world to research at the college or online. One of the main thrusts of the Quarachi project is to scan the books
and place them online, allowing scholars with an interest in philosophy and knowledge of Middle Age Latin to
translate the books for further scholastic endeavors.
“There seems to be a renewed interest in these philosophers, both religious and secular,” stated Short. “Many
have an interest in Olivi regarding his ethical principles of business that can still be applied today.”
Before lunch hosted by the Irish friars, the secretaries were then invited to look at the collection of rare books
housed in the famous library of St. Isidore.
Later that afternoon, the secretaries had a tour of the Antonianum, which included a meeting with the rector,
Sr. Mary Melone, SFA. During a question and answer session with Sr. Mary, several of the secretaries inquired if
there might be more classes offered in English to attract international students who find it difficult to take classes
in Italian.
“It makes sense,” said Melone, “since many members of our Franciscan family, including Asia, are taught and
know English as their second language. Many find it hard to learn Italian
when they come to the Antonianum, and would find it easier if classes
were taught in English. This is something we have to consider for the
future.”
Like many theological institutions around the world, the numbers of the
Antonianum are declining, and a more concerted effort to merge various
schools of theology and philosophy are being discussed.
On October 31, the brothers celebrated Mass at the Curia, then headed
for the general Papal audience. Thanks to Ron Gliatta’s keen navigation,
the group found themselves in the perfect position to view and take pictures of Pope Francis. For a few of our brothers, this was the first time they
had ever been to Rome.
Later that day, the
secretaries met with
Sr. Mary Melone, SFA, Rector of the
Antonianum
Cesare Vaiani and
Siniša Balajić from
the office of Secretary General for Formation and Studies.
Through an informal chat, our brothers related the areas for
which their office is responsible throughout the Order, from
the distribution of the annual budget to the progress of the
formation Congresses occurring in each conference. During
an honest exchange with the secretaries, Cesare and Siniša expressed concern about friars leaving soon after solemn vows.
A common thread causing this was placing young friars in
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communities with a poor spiritual and fraternal life, or too
much emphasis placed on ministry rather than fraternity.
Cesare and Siniša pointed out all provincials throughout
the world will be informed of a Chapter of Mats next July
for those in solemn profession under ten years. It will be
held in France. There will also be a release of the publication Fidelity and Perseverance, a response to information
culled from a questionnaire sent throughout the Order in
2015.
November 1 through 4 were spent in Assisi, with fine
guest accommodations at Gesú Bambino, maintained by
the Franciscan Missionary Sisters of the Child Jesus. The
secretaries had the opportunities to visit and celebrate
Eucharist at the various shrines of the Order, including
San Damiano, the tomb of St. Francis, the Portiuncula and Sacro Convento. While at San Damiano, there was
the opportunity to meet the novices of the Immaculate Conception Province who are doing their novitiate with
members of the Assisi Province.
Topics discussed by the secretaries while in Assisi included: how to engage younger men interested in our
way of life (ages 18 – 21, with acknowledgement of the present Lateran Program at St. Bonaventure University);
the need for mentorship of younger friars and placing them in friaries with lifegiving spiritual and fraternal life;
working on a consensus for student debt; insuring and developing creative programs of Franciscan input during
the early formation years that could be done on a conference level; making sure the spiritual, academic and vocational development of those not on the ordination track in post-novitiate are met and reintroducing the biennial
meetings with specified themes which would include all levels of formation.
Sunday, November 4, concluded the gathering with a splendid dinner at an area restaurant. The secretaries as a
whole agreed the week was a wonderful opportunity to get to know each other, discuss concerns that affect every
province within our conference, witness the collaboration of our brotherhood and be enriched spiritually through
our prayer and visits to holy sites important to our Franciscan identity.
A special toast and thanks was given to the president of our conference, Ron Gliatta, for his hard
work, flexibility and creativity in putting this gathering together. The secretaries are in agreement as
well that Ron’s leadership has consistently reflected
both the on-going development of Order’s formation
principles as well as the lived reality of formators
and their charges.
All notes taken during the meeting will be sent
to the provincials via our provincial liaison, Mark
Soehner.
ESC Secretaries of Formation: Martín Ibarra (SB),
Walter Vassallo (Malta), Ron Gliatta (IC), Ralph
Parthie (SH) Carl Langenderfer (SJB), Steven O’Kane
(Ireland), Charlie Martinez (OLG) and Gregory Plata
(ABVM) in background.
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